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By Kathleen Stokker

University of Wisconsin Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Norsk, Nordmenn Og
Norge: Arbeidsbok, Kathleen Stokker, This workbook is designed to accompany an anthology of
Norwegian writings. It provides a comprehensive grammar review and exercises, while also
introducing new constructions necessary to comprehend and discuss the anthology's core
selections. Intended primarily to complement "Norsk, Nordmenn, og Norge" the most widely used
Norwegian text in the United States, the anthology may also be used independently and offers a
lively, diverse collection of Norwegian writings for the intermediate-level student of Norwegian. High
schools universities, or adult classes will find that the various stories and exercises provide a flexible
text to meet their differing needs. Writings by Norwegians for Norwegians are grouped into three
sections that allow the student to receive a hands-on approach to "bokmal" (Norway's standard
language). The first section provides core readings that gradually grow in length and complexity,
including stories, songs and dramatic sketches on themes ranging from romantic relationships and
travel complications to women's rights and environmental issues. A second section on cultural
background explores Norwegian geography, immigration to the United States, Germany's World
War II occupation of Norway, and contemporary social issues in Norway. Students will...
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A whole new eBook with a brand new viewpoint. Yes, it is perform, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. You wont truly feel monotony at
whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogs are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Ma r g ie Ja skolski-- Ma r g ie Ja skolski

This ebook is definitely not straightforward to start on looking at but really enjoyable to learn. It usually will not charge excessive. It is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- K a r ia nne Deckow-- K a r ia nne Deckow
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